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�� INTRODUCTION

Kleene algebras are algebraic structures with operators �� �� �� �� and � satisfying
certain axioms� They arise in various guises in many contexts� relational algebra
�Ng �	
�� Tarski �	��� semantics and logics of programs �Kozen �	
�� Pratt �	

�
automata and formal language theory �Kuich �	
�� Kuich and Salomaa �	
�� and
the design and analysis of algorithms �Aho et al� �	��� Iwano and Steiglitz �		��
Kozen �		�� Many authors have contributed to the development of Kleene algebra
�Anderaa �	��� Archangelsky �		�� Backhouse �	��� Bloom and �Esik �		�� Bo�a
�		�� Cohen �		�a� Conway �	��� Gorshkov �	
	� Kleene �	��� Kozen �	
�� �		��
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�		�� Krob �		�� Kuich and Salomaa �	
�� Pratt �		�� Redko �	��� Sakarovitch
�	
�� Salomaa �	���
In semantics and logics of programs� Kleene algebra forms an essential component

of Propositional Dynamic Logic �PDL� �Fischer and Ladner �	�	� in which it is
mixed with Boolean algebra and modal logic to give a theoretically appealing and
practical system for reasoning about computation at the propositional level�
Syntactically� PDL is a two�sorted logic consisting of programs and propositions �

de�ned by mutual induction� A test �� can be formed from any proposition ��
intuitively� �� acts as a guard that succeeds with no side e�ects in states satisfying
� and fails or aborts in states not satisfying �� Semantically� programs are modeled
as binary relations on a set of states� and �� is interpreted as the subset of the
identity relation consisting of all pairs �s� s� such that � is true in state s�
From a practical point of view� many simple program manipulations� such as

loop unwinding and basic safety analysis� do not require the full power of PDL� but
can be carried out in a purely equational subsystem using the axioms of Kleene
algebra� However� tests are an essential ingredient� since they are needed to model
conventional programming constructs such as conditionals and while loops� We
de�ne in Section � a variant of Kleene algebra� called Kleene algebra with tests� for
reasoning equationally with these constructs�
Cohen has studied Kleene algebra in the presence of extra Boolean and commu�

tativity conditions� He has given several practical examples of the use of Kleene
algebra in program veri�cation� such as lazy caching �Cohen �		�b and concur�
rency control �Cohen �		�c� He has also shown that Kleene algebra with extra
conditions of the form p � � remains decidable �Cohen �		�a� It can be shown us�
ing a result of Berstel ��	�	 �see also Gibbons and Rytter ��	
� and Kozen ��		��
that ��continuous Kleene algebra in the presence of extra commutativity conditions
of the form pq � qp� even for atomic p and q� is undecidable�
In Section � we give a complete equational proof of a classical folk theorem �Harel

�	
�� Mirkowska �	�� which states that every while program can be simulated by
anotherwhile program with at most one while loop� The approach we take is that
of Mirkowska ��	��� who gives a set of local transformations that allow every while

program to be transformed systematically to one with at most one while loop� For
each such transformation� we give a purely equational proof of correctness� This
result illustrates the use of Kleene algebra with tests and commutativity conditions
in program equivalence proofs�
In Section ���� we observe that the universal Horn theory of the ��continuous

Kleene algebras is not recursively enumerable� therefore not �nitely axiomatizable�
This follows from a construction of Berstel ��	�	 �see also Gibbons and Rytter
��	
�� and Lemma ��� of Kozen ��		�� This resolves an open question of Kozen
��		��

�� KLEENE ALGEBRA

As de�ned in Kozen ��		�� a Kleene algebra is an algebraic structure

�K� �� �� �� �� ��

satisfying �������� below� As usual� we omit the operator � from expressions� writing
pq for p � q� The order of precedence of the operators is � � � � �� thus p � qr�
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should be parsed as p� �q�r���� The unary operator � is de�ned by q� � qq��

p� �q � r� � �p� q� � r ���

p� q � q � p ���

p� � � p ���

p� p � p ���

p�qr� � �pq�r ���

�p � p ���

p� � p ���

p�q � r� � pq � pr �
�

�p� q�r � pr � qr �	�

�p � � ����

p� � � ����

� � pp� � p� ����

� � p�p � p� ����

q � pr � r � p�q � r ����

q � rp � r � qp� � r ����

where � refers to the natural partial order on K�

p � q � p� q � q�

Instead of ���� and ����� we might take the equivalent axioms

pr � r � p�r � r ����

rp � r � rp� � r� ����

Axioms �������� say that the structure is an idempotent semiring under �� �� ��
and �� and the remaining axioms ��������� say essentially that � behaves like the
Kleene star operator of formal language theory or the re�exive transitive closure
operator of relational algebra� See Kozen ��		� for an introduction�
A Kleene algebra is said to be ��continuous if it satis�es the in�nitary condition

pq�r � sup
n��

pqnr ��
�

where

q� � �

qn�� � qqn

and where the supremum is with respect to the natural order �� We can think of
��
� as a conjunction of the in�nitely many axioms pqnr � pq�r� n � �� and the
in�nitary Horn formula

�

n��

pqnr � s � pq�r � s�
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In the presence of the other axioms� the ��continuity condition ��
� implies �����
���� and is strictly stronger in the sense that there exist Kleene algebras that are
not ��continuous �Kozen �		��
All true identities between regular expressions� interpreted as regular sets of

strings� are derivable from the axioms of Kleene algebra �Kozen �		�� In the au�
thor�s experience� two of the most useful such identities for simplifying expressions
are

p�qp�� � �pq��p ��	�

p��qp��� � �p� q��� ����

which we call the sliding and the denesting rules� respectively� For example� to
derive the identity �p�q�� � ���p�q��q� we might reason equationally as follows�

�p�q�� � � � p�q�p�q�� by ����

� � � p��qp���q by ��	�

� � � �p� q��q by �����

��� Kleene Algebra with Tests

To accommodate tests� we introduce the following variant of Kleene algebra� A
Kleene algebra with tests is a two�sorted algebra

�K� B� �� �� �� �� �� �

where B � K� and is a unary operator de�ned only on B such that

�K� �� �� �� �� ��

is a Kleene algebra and

�B� �� �� � �� ��

is a Boolean algebra� The elements of B are called tests� We reserve the letters
p� q� r� s� t� u� v for arbitrary elements of K and a� b� c� d� e for tests� In PDL� a test
would be written b�� but since we are using di�erent symbols for tests we can omit
the ��
The sequential composition operator � acts as conjunction when applied to tests�

and the choice operator � acts as disjunction� Intuitively� a test bc succeeds i�
both b and c succeed� and b� c succeeds i� either b or c succeeds�
It follows immediately from the de�nition that b � � for all b � B� It is tempting

to de�ne tests in an arbitrary Kleene algebra to be the set fp � K j p � �g� This is
the approach taken by Cohen ��		�a� This approach is more restrictive than ours�
and we feel that it is less desirable for two important reasons�

��� Although it makes sense in algebras of binary relations �Ng �	
�� Tarski �	���
it does not work in all Kleene algebras� For example� consider the �min���
Kleene algebra of the theory of algorithms �see Kozen ��		��� consisting of the
set fx � R j x � �g 	 f
g with operations min� �� x �� �� 
� and � for the
Kleene algebra operations �� �� �� �� and �� respectively� In this algebra� p � �
for all p� but the idempotence law pp � p fails� so the set fp � K j p � �g does
not form a Boolean algebra� In our approach� every Kleene algebra extends
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trivially to a Kleene algebra with tests by taking the two�element Boolean
algebra f�� �g� Of course� there are more interesting models as well�

��� Even in algebras of binary relations� it forces us to consider all elements p � �
as tests� including conditions that in practice would not normally be considered
testable� For example� there may be programs p whose input�output relations
have no side e�ects� i�e� p � �� but the associated test succeeds i� p halts� which
in general is undecidable� We intend tests to be viewed as simple predicates
that are easily recognizable as such and that are immediately decidable in a
given state �and whose complements are therefore also immediately decidable��
Having an explicit Boolean subalgebra allows this�

��� While Programs

For the results of Section �� we work with a Pascal�like programming language with
sequential composition p � q� a conditional test if b then p else q� and a looping
construct while b do p� Programs built inductively from atomic programs and
tests using these constructs are called while programs� We take the sequential
composition operator to be of lower precedence than the conditional test or while

loop� parenthesizing with begin� � � end where necessary� thus

while b do p � q

should be parsed as

begin while b do p end � q

and not

while b do begin p � q end�

We occasionally omit the else clause of a conditional test� This can be considered
an abbreviation for a conditional test with the dummy else clause � �true��
These constructs are modeled in Kleene algebra with tests as follows�

p � q � pq

if b then p else q � bp� bq

if b then p � bp� b

while b do p � �bp��b�

See Kozen and Tiuryn ��		� for a discussion of the relation�theoretic semantics
of while programs and tests and a semantic justi�cation of these de�nitions�

��� Commutativity Conditions

We will also be reasoning in the presence of commutativity conditions of the form
bp � pb� where p is an arbitrary element of the Kleene algebra and where b is a
test� The practical signi�cance of these conditions will become apparent in Section
�� Intuitively� the execution of program p does not a�ect the value of b� It stands
to reason that if p does not a�ect b� then neither should it a�ect b� This is indeed
the case�
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Lemma ������ In any Kleene algebra with tests� the following are equivalent�

��� pb � bp

��� pb � bp

��� bpb� bpb � ��

Proof� By symmetry� it su ces to show the equivalence of ��� and ���� Assum�
ing ���� we have

bpb� bpb � pbb� bbp � p� � �p � ��

Conversely� assuming ���� we have bpb � bpb � �� Then

pb � �b� b�pb � bpb� bpb � bpb� � � bpb�

bp � bp�b� b� � bpb� bpb � bpb� � � bpb�

therefore pb � bp�

Of course� any pair of tests commute� i�e�� bc � cb� this is an axiom of Boolean
algebra�
We conclude this section with a pair of useful results that are fairly evident from

an intuitive point of view� but nevertheless require formal justi�cation�

Lemma ������ In any Kleene algebra with tests� if bq � qb� then

bq� � �bq��b � q�b � b�qb���

Note that it is not the case that bq� � �bq��� when b � �� the left�hand side is �
and the right�hand side is ��

Proof� We prove the three inequalities

bq� � �bq��b � q�b � bq��

the equivalence of b�qb�� with these expressions follows from ��	�� For the �rst
inequality� it su ces by axiom ���� to show that b� �bq��bq � �bq��b� By Boolean
algebra and the commutativity assumption� we have bq � bbq � bqb� therefore

b� �bq��bq � b� �bq��bqb � �� � �bq��bq�b � �bq��b�

The second inequality follows from b � � and the monotonicity of the Kleene
algebra operators�
For the last inequality� it su ces by ���� to show b� qbq� � bq��

b� qbq� � b� bqq� � b�� � qq�� � bq��

Note that in this last argument� we did not use the fact that b was a test�

Theorem ������ In any Kleene algebra� if p is generated by a set of elements

all of which commute with q� then p commutes with q�

Proof� Let p be an expression in the language of Kleene algebra� and assume
that all atomic subexpressions of p commute with q� The proof is by induction on
the structure of p� The basis and all inductive cases except for subexpressions of
the form r� are straightforward� For the inductive case p � r�� we have by the
induction hypothesis that qr � rq� and we need to argue that qr� � r�q� The
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inequality in one direction is given by the argument in the last paragraph in the
proof of Lemma ������ which uses ����� and in the other direction by a symmetric
argument using �����

�� A FOLK THEOREM

In this section we give a purely equational proof� using Kleene algebra with tests
and commutativity conditions� of a classical result� every while program can be

simulated by a while program with at most one while loop� provided extra Boolean

variables are allowed� This theorem is the subject of a treatise on folk theorems by
Harel ��	
�� who notes that it is commonly but erroneously attributed to B!ohm
and Jacopini ��	�� and who argues with some justi�cation that it was known to
Kleene� The version as stated here is originally due to Mirkowska ��	��� who gives
a set of local transformations that allow every while program to be transformed
systematically to one with at most onewhile loop� We consider a similar set of local
transformations and give a purely equational proof of correctness for each� This
result illustrates the use of Kleene algebra with tests and commutativity conditions
in program equivalence proofs�
It seems to be a commonly held belief that this result has no purely schematic

�i�e�� propositional� uninterpreted� proof �Harel �	
�� The proofs of Hirose and
Oya ��	�� and Mirkowska ��	��� as reported in Harel ��	
�� use extra variables
to remember certain values at certain points in the program� either program counter
values or the values of tests� Since having to remember these values seems unavoid�
able� one might infer that the only recourse is to introduce extra variables� along
with an explicit assignment mechanism for assigning values to them� Thus� as the
argument goes� proofs of this theorem cannot be purely propositional�
We disagree with this conclusion� The only purpose of these extra variables is

to preserve values across computations� In our treatment� we only need to preserve
the values of certain tests b over certain computations p�
We can handle this purely equationally as follows� Suppose we need to preserve

the value of b across p� We introduce a new test c and commutativity condition
cp � pc� which intuitively says that the computation of p does not a�ect the value
of c� Then we insert in an appropriate place the program s � bc � bc� where s is a
new atomic program� Intuitively� we regard s as assigning the value of b to some
new Boolean variable that is tested in c� although there is no explicit mechanism
for doing this� s is just an uninterpreted atomic program symbol� However� the
guard bc� bc �equivalently� b� c� in the language of while programs� if b then c

else c� insures that b and c have the same Boolean value just after execution of s�

��� An Example

To illustrate this technique� consider the simple program

if b then begin p � q end

else begin p � r end
����

If the value of b were preserved by p� then we could rewrite this program more
simply as

p � if b then q else r ����
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Formally� the assumption that the value of b is preserved by p takes the form of the
commutativity condition bp � pb� By Lemma������ we also have bp � pb� Expressed
in the language of Kleene algebra� the equivalence of ���� and ���� becomes the
equation

bpq � bpr � p�bq � br��

This identity can be established by simple equational reasoning�

p�bq � br� � pbq � pbr by �
�

� bpq � bpr by the commutativity assumptions�

But what if b is not preserved by p� This situation seems to call for a Boolean
variable to remember the value of b across p and an explicit assignment mechanism
to set the value of the variable� However� our approach is much less drastic� We
introduce a new atomic test c and atomic program s along with the commutativity
condition pc � cp� intuitively modeling the idea that c tests a variable that is not
modi�ed by p� and insert the program s � bc� bc�
We can now give a purely equational proof of the equivalence of the two programs

s � bc� bc �
if b then begin p � q end

else begin p � r end

and

s � bc� bc �
p � if c then q else r

using the axioms of Kleene algebra with tests and the commutativity condition
pc � cp� In fact� we can even do away with the atomic program s� if the two
programs are equivalent without the precomputation s� then they are certainly
equivalent with it�
Removing the leading s and expressing the two programs in the language of

Kleene algebra� the equivalence problem becomes

�bc� bc��bpq � bpr� � �bc� bc�p�cq � cr�� ����

Using the distributive laws �
� and �	� and the laws of Boolean algebra� we can
simplify the left�hand side of ���� as follows�

�bc� bc��bpq� bpr� � bcbpq � bcbpq � bcbpr � bcbpr

� bcpq � bcpr�

The right�hand side of ���� simpli�es in a similar fashion to the same expression�

�bc� bc�p�cq � cr� � bcpcq � bcpcq � bcpcr � bcpcr

� bccpq � bccpq � bccpr � bccpr

� bcpq � bcpr�

Here the commutativity assumption is used in the second step�
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��� A Normal Form Theorem

A program is in normal form if it is of the form

p �while b do q ����

where p and q are while free� The subprogram p is called the precomputation of
the normal form�
In our approach� the folk theorem takes the following form�

Theorem ������ Every while program� suitably augmented with �nitely many

new subprograms of the form s � bc� bc� is equivalent to a while program in normal

form� reasoning in Kleene algebra with tests under certain commutativity assump�

tions cp � pc�

Theorem ����� is proved by induction on the structure of the program� Each
programming construct accounts for one case in the inductive proof� For each case�
we give a transformation that moves an inner while loop to the outside and an
equational proof of its correctness� The inductive construction is performed from
the inside out� i�e�� smaller subprograms �rst�
In the statement of Theorem ������ we have been deliberately vague about where

to insert subprograms s � bc�bc and what commutativity assumptions cp � pc need
to be assumed� This will all be made explicit� but it is better done in the context
of the construction below�

��� Conditional

We �rst show how to deal with a conditional containing programs in normal form
in its then and else clauses� Consider the program

if b then begin p� �while d� do q� end

else begin p� �while d� do q� end�

We introduce a new atomic program s and test c and assume that c commutes with
p�� p�� q�� and q��
Under these assumptions� we show that the programs

s � bc� bc �
if b then begin p� �while d� do q� end

else begin p� �while d� do q� end

����

and

s � bc� bc �
if c then p� else p� �
while cd� � cd� do

if c then q� else q�

����

are equivalent� Note that if the two programs in the then and else clauses of ����
are in normal form� then ���� is in normal form� As argued in Section ���� we can
do away with the precomputation s�
Removing s and rewriting ���� in the language of Kleene algebra� we obtain

�bc� bc��bp��d�q��
�d� � bp��d�q��

�d��
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which reduces by distributivity and Boolean algebra to

bcp��d�q��
�d� � bcp��d�q��

�d�� ����

Similarly� ���� becomes

�bc� bc��cp� � cp����cd� � cd���cq� � cq���
�cd� � cd�� ��
�

The subexpression cd� � cd� of ��
� is equivalent by propositional reasoning to
cd� � cd�� Here we have used the familiar propositional equivalence

cd� � cd� � �c� d���c� d��

and a De Morgan law� The other subexpressions of ��
� can be simpli�ed using
distributivity and Boolean algebra to obtain

�bcp� � bcp���cd�q� � cd�q��
��cd� � cd��� ��	�

Using distributivity� this can be broken up into the sum of four terms�

bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd� ����

� bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd� ����

� bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd� ����

� bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd�� ����

Under the commutativity assumptions� Lemma ����� implies that ���� and ����
vanish� and for the remaining two terms ���� and ����� we have

bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd� � bcp��ccd�q� � ccd�q��

�d�

� bcp��d�q��
�d�

bcp��cd�q� � cd�q��
�cd� � bcp��ccd�q� � ccd�q��

�d�

� bcp��d�q��
�d��

The sum of these two terms is exactly �����

��� Nested Loops

We next consider the case that is perhaps the most interesting� denesting two nested
while loops� This construction is particularly remarkable in that no commutativity
conditions �thus no extra variables� are needed� compare the corresponding trans�
formations of Hirose and Oya ��	�� and Mirkowska ��	��� as reported in Harel
��	
�� which do use extra variables�
We show that the program

while b do begin

p �
while c do q

end

����
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is equivalent to the program

if b then begin

p �
while b� c do

if c then q else p

end�

����

This construction transforms a pair of nested while loops to a single while loop
inside a conditional test� No commutativity conditions are assumed in the proof�
After this transformation� the while loop can be taken outside the conditional

using the transformation of Section ��� �this part does require a commutativity
condition�� A dummy normal form such as �� while � do � can be supplied for
the missing else clause� Note that if the program inside the begin� � � end block of
���� is in normal form� then the resulting program will be in normal form�
Not surprisingly� the key property used in the proof is the denesting property

����� which equates a regular expression of ��depth two with another of ��depth
one�
Translating to the language of Kleene algebra� ���� becomes

�bp�cq��c��b� ����

and ���� becomes

bp��b� c��cq � cp���b� c� b� ����

The b in ���� is for the nonexistent else clause of the outermost conditional of �����
The starred subexpression in ���� can be simpli�ed using the basic laws of Kleene
and Boolean algebra�

�b� c��cq � cp� � bcq � bcp � ccq � ccp

� bcq � cq � cbp

� �b� ��cq � cbp

� cq � cbp�

and b� c is equivalent to bc by a De Morgan Law� Making these transformations
to ����� we obtain

bp�cq � cbp��bc� b� ��
�

Unwinding the outer loop in ���� using ���� and distributing b over the resulting
sum� we obtain

b� bp�cq��c�bp�cq��c��b�

Applying the sliding rule ��	� to this expression gives

b� bp�cq���cbp�cq����cb�

Now removing b� bp� and bc from this expression and ��
�� it su ces to show

�cq � cbp�� � �cq���cbp�cq�����

But this is just an instance of the denesting rule �����
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��� Eliminating Postcomputations

We wish to show that a postcomputation occurring after a while loop can be
absorbed into the while loop� Consider a program of the form

while b do p � q� ��	�

We can assume without loss of generality that b� the test of the while loop� com�
mutes with the postcomputation q� If not� introduce a new test c that commutes
with q along with an atomic program s that intuitively sets the value of c to b� and
insert s � bc� bc before the loop and in the loop after the body� We then claim that
the two programs

s � bc� bc �while b do begin p � s � bc� bc end � q ����

s � bc� bc �while c do begin p � s � bc� bc end � q ����

are equivalent� This allows us to replace ���� with ����� for which the commutativity
assumption holds�
For purposes of arguing that ���� and ���� are equivalent� we can omit all occur�

rences of s� The leading occurrences can be omitted as argued in Section ���� and
the occurrences inside the while loops can be assumed to be part of p� The two
trailing occurrences of q can be omitted as well� After making these modi�cations
and writing the programs in the language of Kleene algebra� we need to show

�bc� bc��bp�bc� bc���b � �bc� bc��cp�bc� bc���c�

Using the sliding rule ��	� on both sides� this becomes

��bc� bc�bp���bc� bc�b � ��bc� bc�cp���bc� bc�c�

By distributivity and Boolean algebra� both sides reduce easily to �bcp��bc�
Under the assumption that b and q commute� we show that ��	� is equivalent to

the program

if b then q

else while b do begin

p �
if b then q

end�

����

Note that if p and q are while free� then ���� consists of a program in normal
form inside a conditional� which can be transformed to normal form using the
construction of Section ����
Written in the language of Kleene algebra� ��	� becomes

�bp��bq� ����

and ���� becomes

bq � b�bp�bq � b���b� ����

Unwinding one iteration of ���� using ���� and distributing bq over the resulting
sum� we obtain

bq � bp�bp��bq�
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Eliminating the term bq from both sides� it su ces to prove

bp�bp��bq � b�bp�bq � b���b�

Starting from the right�hand side� we have

b�bp�bq � b���b � bb� bbp�bq � b��bp�bq � b���b by ����

� bp�bq � b��bp�bq � b���b Boolean algebra

� bp��bq � b�bp���bq � b�b by sliding ��	�

� bp��bqb� b�p��bqb distributivity

� bp�bp��bq commutativity assumption�

��� Composition

The composition of two programs in normal form

p� �
while b� do q� �
p� �
while b� do q�

����

can be transformed to a single program in normal form� We have actually already
done all the work needed to handle this case� First� we use the result of Section ���
to absorb the while�free program p� into the �rst while loop� We can also ignore
p�� since it can be absorbed into the precomputation of the resulting normal form
when we are done� It therefore su ces to show how to transform a program

while b do p �
while c do q

����

to normal form� where p and q are while free�
As argued in Section ���� we can assume without loss of generality that the test

b commutes with the program q by introducing a new test if necessary� Since b also
commutes with c by Boolean algebra� by Theorem ����� we have that b commutes
with the entire second while loop� This allows us to use the transformation of
Section ���� absorbing the second while loop into the �rst� The resulting program
looks like

if b then while c do q

else while b do begin

p �
if b then while c do q

end�

����

Here we have just substituted while c do q for q in ����� At this point we can
apply the transformation of Section ��� to the inner subprogram

if b then while c do q

using a dummy normal form for the omitted else clause� giving two nested loops
in the else clause of ����� then the transformation of Section ��� to the else clause
of ����� �nally� the transformation of Section ��� to the entire resulting program�
yielding a program in normal form�
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The transformations of Sections ������� give a systematic method for moving
while loops outside of any other programming construct� By applying these trans�
formations inductively from the innermost loops outward� we can transform any
program into a program in normal form�
None of these arguments needed an explicit assignment mechanism to Boolean

variables� but only a dummy program s which does something unspeci�ed �and
which more often than not can be omitted in the actual proof� and a guard of the
form bc � bc that says that b and c somehow obtained the same Boolean value�
Of course� in a real implementation� s might assign the value of the test b to
some new Boolean variable that is tested in c� but this does not play a role in
equational proofs� The point is that it is not signi�cant exactly how Boolean
values are preserved across computations� but rather that they can be preserved�
and for the purposes of formal veri�cation� this fact is completely captured by a
commutativity assumption� Thus we are justi�ed in our claim that we have given
a purely equational proof of Theorem ������

�� RELATED RESULTS

��� Decidability and Undecidability

How di cult is reasoning in Kleene algebra under commutativity assumptions pq �
qp� In other words� how hard is it to determine whether the universal Horn formula
E � s � t holds in all Kleene algebras or in all ��continuous Kleene algebras� where
E is a �nite set of equations of the form pq � qp�
It turns out that the problem is undecidable in general for ��continuous Kleene

algebras� However� for conditions of the form pb � bp where b is a test� the prob�
lem is PSPACE �complete for both Kleene algebras with tests and ��continuous
Kleene algebras with tests� thus it is no more di cult than reasoning without extra
conditions�
The undecidability result for general commutativity assumptions pq � qp in ��

continuous Kleene algebras follows from an undecidability result of Berstel ��	�	
�see also Gibbons and Rytter ��	
�� on regular sets over partially commutative
monoids and a result relating ��continuous Kleene algebras and regular sets �Kozen
�		�� Lemma ���� p� ��� A more direct proof has also been given by Cohen �private
communication� �		��� see Kozen ��		�� This reduction is not valid in the absence
of ��continuity for reasons explained below in Section ����
The decidability result for conditions of the form pb � bp follows from the fact

that these conditions are equivalent to conditions of the form p � � �Lemma �������
Cohen ��		�a shows that Kleene algebra with conditions p � � reduces e ciently
to Kleene algebra without conditions� In Kozen and Smith ��		�� this result is
extended to Kleene algebra with tests� Thus reasoning in the presence of commu�
tativity conditions of the form used in Section � is no harder than reasoning without
extra conditions�

��� Finite Axiomatizability

Berstel�s result establishes more than just undecidability� The constructions of
Berstel ��	�	 �see also Gibbons and Rytter ��	
�� and Cohen �see Kozen ��		��
employ reductions from co�r�e� complete sets� namely the emptiness problem for
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Turing machines and the complement of Post�s correspondence problem� respec�
tively� This implies that the universal Horn theory of the ��continuous Kleene
algebras is not recursively enumerable� therefore not �nitely axiomatizable� In fact�
the theory is "���complete �Kozen �		�� The universal Horn theory of the Kleene
algebras is �nitely axiomatizable �the axiomatization is given in Section ��� thus
the two theories do not coincide� This answers a question of Kozen ��		��

��� Completeness and Complexity

In Kozen and Smith ��		�� we show that the equational theory of ��continuous
Kleene algebras with tests is complete over relational models and that it admits
free language�theoreticmodels consisting of sets of #guarded strings�$ These models
are analogous to the regular sets of strings over a �nite alphabet for Kleene algebra
without tests� Using a technique based on Kozen ��		�� it is also shown in Kozen
and Smith ��		� that the equational theories of Kleene algebras with tests and
��continuous Kleene algebras with tests coincide� These results are analogous to
the completeness result of Kozen ��		� for Kleene algebras without tests�
These results imply that the equational theory of Kleene algebras with tests

reduces to PDL and is therefore decidable in at most exponential time� We have
shown by di�erent methods that the problem is actually PSPACE �complete �Cohen
et al� �		�� thus no harder than the equational theory of Kleene algebras� which is
known to be PSPACE �complete �Stockmeyer and Meyer �	���
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